I offer **my expertise to participate as a Partner in a project**

If you offer my expertise as a Coordinator in a project: 
→ Please complete all sections of the Form:

**Call:** Call for integrating Society in Science and Innovation (H2020-ISSI-2015-1)

**Topic:** Pan-European public outreach: exhibitions and science cafés engaging citizens in science (ISSI-1-2015)

| Activity of the SwafS work Programme concerned | Pan-European public outreach: exhibitions and science cafés engaging citizens in science (ISSI-1-2015) |
| Field of expertise related to the topic | Scientific and journalist background. Experience in scientific communication through all available formats and scientific advertisement. We are specialists in fostering the links between creativity and science. |
| Potential Contribution to the project | In scienceed we are specialists in creating material for science dissemination in a wide range of formats (web, video, animations, newsletters, media campaigns), that, following the scope of this particular topic, shall be used in the different exhibitions and projects proposed. |
| Role in the project | 
| ☑ Research | ☑ Dissemination | ☐ Other | ☑ Training | ☑ Technology development |
| Project idea: | |
| Project description: | |
| If yes, in which projects? | ☑ yes ☑ no x ☐ or partner | ☑ yes x ☑ no |
| Other partners in the consortium already identified (with their countries) | |
Scienseed offers partnerships to research consortiums to professionalise the public outreach of EU-funded biomedical projects.

We are a multifunctional agency for science dissemination and public engagement. In Scienseed, scientists, art designers, IT developers and video specialists join efforts to produce high-standard science communication through all available formats and tools in the Era of Information Technologies.

We are specialised in the strategy design, development and public dissemination of scientific results through video, web, graphic design, 3D animation, apps and videogames, articles, press releases and public engagement activities. From raw scientific data we generate creative and scientifically accurate products for the dissemination of science. In addition, we perform research and development of novel of methods, tools and guidelines to measure and maximise the public awareness of EU-funded research.

I agree with the publication of my contact data on the NCP Network website and on other national websites

Please fill in the partner search form and return it to the national contact point for Science with and for Society, in the following email swafs.h2020@fecyt.es
I offer **my expertise to participate as a Partner in a project**

I offer **my expertise as a Coordinator in a project**

→ Please complete all sections of the Form:

Call: Call for developing governance for the advancement of Responsible Research and Innovation (H2020-GARRI-2015-1)

**Topic:** European Ethics and Research Integrity Network *(GARRI-10-2015)*

Offer valid until: **2017**

### 1 Project Information

**Activity of the SwafS work Programme concerned:** European Ethics and Research Integrity Network *(GARRI-10-2015)*

**Field of expertise related to the topic:** Scientific and journalist background. Experience in scientific communication through all available formats, scientific advertisement and the development of training courses for science dissemination.

**Potential Contribution to the project:** In Sciusend we are specialists in creating material for science dissemination in a wide range of formats (web, video, animations, newsletters, media campaigns). We can join efforts to specifically develop online advertisement campaigns aimed at raising awareness of ethics and research integrity. We can also collaborate in the design of tailored material directed to the research community for training purposes.

### 2 Role in the project

- ☑ Research
- ☑ Training
- ☑ Dissemination
- ☑ Technology development
- ☐ Other

### 3 Project idea:

**Project description:**

- ☐ yes ☑ no x or partner ☑ yes x ☑ no

If yes, in which projects?

Other partners in the consortium already identified (with their countries):

### 4 Target Coordinator/Partner Sought

**Organisation details :**

- ☐ higher education / university
- ☐ industry/SME
Expertise / competency:
- Academic partners with knowledge in responsible research innovations (RRI).
- SME partners with knowledge in responsible research innovations (RRI).

Contact Details

Contact person: Mr. Guzman Sanchez, PhD
Organisation: Scienseed
Address: c/Escorial 11, 1ºint drcha
Postcode/City: 28004, Madrid
Country: Spain
Tel.: 650305136
Fax:
Email: info@scienseed.com
Website: www.scienseed.com

Scienseed ([www.scienseed.com](http://www.scienseed.com)) offers partnerships to research consortiums to professionalise the public outreach of EU-funded projects. We are a multifunctional agency for science dissemination and public engagement. In Scienseed scientists, art designers, IT developers and video specialists join efforts to produce high-standard science communication through all available formats and tools in the Era of Information Technologies.

From raw scientific data we generate creative and scientifically accurate products for the dissemination of science. In addition, we perform research and development of novel of methods, tools and guidelines to measure and maximise the public awareness of EU-funded research. We are specialised in the strategy design, development and public dissemination of scientific results through video, web, graphic design, 3D animation, apps and videogames, articles, press releases and public engagement activities.

As former scientists we are familiarized with scientific community needs and behaviours that are crucial for the development of tailored training courses for scientists or advertisement campaigns.
Please fill in the partner search form and return it to the national contact point for Science with and for Society, in the following email swafs.h2020@fecyt.es
I offer my expertise to participate as a Partner in a project

I offer my expertise as a Coordinator in a project

Please complete all sections of the Form:

Call: CALL FOR MAKING SCIENCE EDUCATION AND CAREERS ATTRACTIVE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE (H2020-SEAC-2015-1)

Topic: Innovative ways to make science education and scientific careers attractive to young people (SEAC-1-2015)

Offer valid until: 2017

Project Information

Activity of the SwafS work Programme concerned: Innovative ways to make science education and scientific careers attractive to young people (SEAC-1-2015)

Field of expertise related to the topic: Scientific and journalist background. Experience in scientific communication through all available formats and scientific advertisement. We are specialists in fostering the links between creativity and science.

Potential Contribution to the project: Planning and development of science communication strategy, performance of different actions for the dissemination of scientific results (web, video, animations, activities, events, newsletters, media campaigns), training in science communication.

Role in the project

- Research
- Training
- Dissemination
- Technology development
- Other

Project idea:

Project description:

Already experience as a coordinator: yes or no
If yes, in which projects? yes no

Other partners in the consortium already identified (with their countries)

Target Coordinator/Partner Sought

Organisation details:

- higher education / university
- industry/SME
- research institution
- consultancies
public partner

NGOs / voluntary organisations

education

private partner

other (specify)

No preferences

Expertise / competency :

• Academic partners with knowledge in responsible research innovations (RRI).
• SME partners with knowledge in responsible research innovations (RRI).

Contact Details

Contact person: Mr Guzman Sanchez, PhD

Organisation: Scienseed

Address: c/Escorial 11, 1ºint drcha

Postcode/City: 28004, Madrid

Country: Spain

Tel.: 650305136

Fax:

Email: info@scienseed.com

Website: www.scienseed.com

Short Profile of Organisation

Scienseed (www.scienseed.com) offers partnerships to research consortiums to professionalise the public outreach of EU-funded biomedical projects.

We are a multifunctional agency for science dissemination and public engagement. In Scienseed scientists, art designers, IT developers and video specialists join efforts to produce high-standard science communication through all available formats and tools in the Era of Information Technologies.

We are specialised in the strategy design, development and public dissemination of scientific results through video, web, graphic design, 3D animation, apps and videogames, articles, press releases and public engagement activities. From raw scientific data we generate creative and scientifically accurate products for the dissemination of science. In addition, we perform research and development of novel of methods, tools and guidelines to measure and maximise the public awareness of EU-funded research.

Date:

I agree with the publication of my contact data on the NCP Network website and on other national websites yes ☑ no ☐

Please fill in the partner search form and return it to the national contact point for Science with and for Society, in the following email swafs.h2020@fecyt.es